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ABSTRACT
Ghost Peppers: Using Ensemble Models to Detect Professor
Attractiveness Commentary on RateMyProfessors.com
by
Angie Waller

Advisor: Kyle Gorman

In June 2018, RateMyProfessors.com (RMP), a popular website for students to
leave professor reviews, removed a controversial feature known as the “chili pepper”
which allowed students to rate their professors as “hot” or “not hot.” Though past
research has rigorously analyzed the correlation of the chili pepper with higher
ratings in other categories (Felton, Mitchell, and Stinson, 2004; Felton et al., 2008),
none has measured the effect of the removal of the chili pepper on the text content
submitted by students. While it is a positive step that the chili pepper has been
removed, text commentary on teacher attractiveness persists and is submitted to
the site through the “additional comments” text field. Using text classification
and ensemble learning methods, we identify these reviews and their perpetuation
after the chili pepper with high accuracy. Our analysis of 358,000 reviews from
RMP representing a cross-section of professors from private and public universities
across the U.S. finds two important trends: (1) the frequency of attractiveness
comments in teacher reviews has been in decline over an eight-year period; and (2)
the removal of the chili pepper from the web interface is significantly associated
with this declining trend. These findings validate the activism behind asking web
companies like RMP to remove online rating features that might seem entertaining,
but foster workplace harassment and other harms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Background and Reasoning

RateMyProfessors (ratemyprofessors.com) has allowed students to leave anonymous reviews for their professors since May 1999 (RateMyProfessors, 2019). A
survey of 216 university students found that 84% consider the website helpful and
80% visited the site more than once when planning their classes (Davison and
Price, 2009). According to RateMyProfessors (RMP), the site features over 19 million ratings of over 1.7 million professors and receives about 6 million visitors per
month (RateMyProfessors, 2019). RMP is the most popular teacher rating website among students. However, its interface, featuring a chili pepper for professor
“hotness,” presents a troubling platform for students to objectify their teachers by
ranking and posting comments about their appearance.
RMP’s website functionality has not followed the lead of social media sites like
Facebook and Twitter; all reviews are posted chronologically rather than according
to algorithmic ranking. Its interface is outdated: still filled with bulky and distracting banner ads in an era of targeted advertising and sponsored content. In this
context, it is not surprising that the chili pepper remained a feature on the site for
almost twenty years. In June 2018, teachers on Twitter protested the chili pepper
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Figure 1.1: Screen captures of ghost peppers – professor attractiveness ratings.
RateMyProfessors.com, 2019

feature and RMP finally removed it from the site (Flaherty, 2010; McLaughlin,
2018). While the chili pepper has been removed, previously posted text comments
about teacher attractiveness remain (Figure 1.1). For this paper, we refer to these
text reviews as ghost peppers so as to distinguish them from the chili pepper ratings that were previously on the site. To measure these ghost pepper reviews and
how removal of the chili pepper has impacted their frequency, we propose a text
classifier to detect attractiveness commentary.

1.2

The Task

We define ghost peppers as student text reviews on the RMP website that contain
attractiveness commentary. Ghost peppers manifest in terminology that mimics
that of the RMP website: “hot” or “not hot.” However, the attractiveness commentary of a ghost pepper does not belong to a part of speech or syntactic structure
and includes idioms, sarcasm, slang, and coordinating clauses.
Our experiments on the RMP dataset aim to automate detection of ghost peppers among text reviews. We propose to evaluate the following two hypotheses:
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• Ensemble learning methods and context-specific feature sets can improve accuracy in detecting ghost peppers in the imbalanced and noisy data represented in RMP reviews.
• Analyzing trends in the frequency of ghost pepper reviews will reveal a decline
following the removal of the chili pepper from the RMP interface.
In the following chapter we look at the RMP interface and previous research
on RMP reviews and student evaluations in general. In Chapter 3, we describe our
materials and methods, in Chapter 4 we compare classifiers, and in Chapter 5 we
analyze our results to see how the removal of the chili pepper has affected ghost
pepper occurrences.

4

Chapter 2

Context and Related Work
First, we describe the RMP rating interface and how the chili pepper ranking is
incorporated in the design. Next, we discuss previous research on student perceptions of the RMP website and previous research on the chili pepper rating in
relation to other factors. Finally, we consider previous work evaluating how survey
design impacts responses on both RMP and student evaluations of teaching (SET).

2.1

Context

RateMyProfessors was created at a time when many popular websites were focused
on attractiveness comparisons. One example was Hot or Not, a website launched in
2000, where people could upload their photo or someone else’s for people to vote on
their attractiveness (Dockterman, 2014). Even Mark Zuckerberg received notoriety
before founding Facebook in 2002 by creating a hotness site on Harvard’s servers
called Facemash (Tsotsis, 2010). On the RMP interface, the hotness ranking for
professors has been symbolized through a chili pepper icon next to teachers’ names
alongside their quality and difficulty scores (Figure 2.1). On the professor profile
page, the chili pepper has been featured prominently at the top of the page with
their overall votes and scores (Figure 2.4). We describe how the chili pepper score
is calculated in Section 3.1.
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Figure 2.1: Screen capture of professors listing (names obsured) and chili pepper icon.
RateMyProfessors.com, 2014 (archive.org, 2014)

Not only has the chili pepper manifested
as an icon on teacher listings and in the
context of individual teacher reviews, the
sentiment of the chili pepper has been included as an editorial feature of RMP. For
instance, a 2008 screen capture from the InFigure 2.2: Screen capture of
introduction to “hottest professors” list.
RateMyProfessors.com, 2014.

ternet Archive shows a top 10 list of the
“hottest” professors that “take your breath
away” (Figure 2.2). Students could see this

top 10 list on the RMP homepage before looking up their professors to review.
Entering a rating on RMP involves a 10-part web form where professors can
be rated on attributes like “helpfulness” and “clarity” with a Likert scale of 1-5,
where 1 denotes least helpful and 5 denotes most helpful (Kowai-Bell et al., 2011).
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During the time the chili pepper was on the site, its ranking was called “hotness”
with two options: “yeah” and “um, no” (Fig. 2.3). Rating a professor as hot or not
with the chili pepper was not a required field. Students were then invited to tag
the professor with terms like “caring” and “hilarious.” More feedback is collected in
the last field on the form: a text comment box for “more specific” information.

Figure 2.3: Screen capture of last half of 10-part review form.
RateMyProfessors.com, 2014 (archive.org).

2.2

Student Evaluation of Teaching and RMP

Previous studies have hypothesized that RMP’s rating categories are associated
with measurable bias in how students rate their professors. Researchers have primarily focused on the site’s quality, difficulty, and chili pepper (hotness) Likert
ratings of 1-5. As an independent variable, professor “hotness” has been shown
to have significant positive correlation (r = 0.31) with professor quality scores
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(Felton et al., 2008) and can account for 8% of the variance in professor quality
ratings overall (Freng and Webber, 2009). Despite the potential biases associated
with chili pepper scores, Gregory (2011) uses corpus analysis techniques to argue
that student reviews give higher ratings to teachers that “care” and are “helpful,”
suggesting that despite the website’s outward appearances, RMP can provide useful classroom guidance. Kindred and Mohammed (2017) report that students in
their focus group studies find the chili pepper rating unimportant and a “distraction,” reinforcing Gregory’s claim that students value course content and teacher
competence over variables such as personality, attractiveness, and gender.

Figure 2.4: Professor detail page featuring chili pepper icon.
RateMyProfessors.com, 2010

Assuming the view that most students intend to provide helpful information to
other students when submitting reviews, we direct our attention to the interface of
the RMP website and consider it vulnerable to the challenges of traditional research
survey design and standardized SETs. Past experiments have shown that small
modifications to the timing, environment, and design of a course evaluation can
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have a significant impact on results. For instance, Estelami (2015) demonstrates
that reviews submitted in the middle compared to the end of the course produce
significantly varied results based on the differences in student expectations and
response rates from each segment of students. This finding corresponds with a
study by Reisenwitz (2016) showing that student motivations for voluntary online
reviews paired with low response rates lead to biased results in online evaluations.
Even the environment where students fill out evaluations can have an effect on SET
scores. Hessler et al. (2018) demonstrate that students who were provided cookies
when filling out SETs evaluated teachers significantly higher than the control group
that did not receive cookies. The mechanics of the ratings can also affect SET
scores: Lalla, Facchinetti, and Mastroleo (2005) show that “fuzzy” boundaries on
ratings can produce significantly higher results than Likert 1-4 and 1-5 rating scales.
Not only do question phrasing and format affect respondent answers, even the
order of questions can have a significant impact on feedback (Schuman, 1981).
Davison and Price (2009) suggest that RMP could better measure student learning
by replacing their “easiness” rating with more relevant classroom terms such as
amount learned and instructor knowledge. While previous work has compared the
RMP form to SETs and evaluated sources of bias in both, no one has measured how
the chili pepper prompt on the RMP web survey is related to student comments
on professor attractiveness.

9

Chapter 3

Materials and Methods
In this chapter, we first describe data collection and annotation methods, followed
by feature design and machine learning schema.

3.1
3.1.1

Data
Data collection

Anonymous student reviews of professors from the RMP website (ratemyprofessors.
com) are used for this study. The data was collected from two time intervals thirteen
months apart. In the first interval, July 2018, professors were chosen with known
chili pepper ratings based on previous data collection by morph.io/chrisguags
(2015). This Git repository of teacher data was not connected to an RMP study,
but rather a demonstration of how to customize a web scraping tool programmed
by the author. Schools and regions in this original data set are demographically
concentrated in the Northeast at private universities, with a few examples on the
West Coast and in the South (See Appendix A for college listing). Despite this
limited demographic sampling and inability to verify the current status of the professors’ chili pepper ratings, we find it advantageous to have an approximation of
the chili pepper status.
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RMP calculates a professor’s chili pepper rating based on the summation of all
chili pepper votes from their student reviews. A professor receives a chili pepper
score of +1 if a student rates them as “hot” and a score of −1 if a student rates
them as “not hot” (Felton et al., 2008). While these exact numerical tallies are
not displayed on the site, a professor with a positive score receives the chili pepper
badge on their profile and next to their name in the main directory (Figs. 2.1,
2.4). Based on the metadata collected by morph.io/chrisguags (2015) in a web
scrape, we do not know the exact number of chili pepper votes received by each
professor, but only a binary value of “hot” or “not hot” for each professor ID. We
refer to this data as dataset 1.
The second collection interval on the site, August 2019, is a broader demographic range of professors than the first set. We targeted a selection of public
and private universities representing all regions in the U.S according to U.S. census
guidelines (Census Regions and Divisions of the United States 2019). At this point
in time, the chili pepper had been removed from the website for roughly one year.
Therefore, chili pepper scores are not known for professors in this second collection
interval. We refer to this collection as dataset 2.
For both datasets, we scraped professor reviews using the Beautiful Soup toolkit
(Richardson, 2007) and followed the robots.txt guidelines of the RMP website
(RateMyProfessors, 2019). Data collected in each scrape included professor ID
and name, text comments, Likert rating for professor quality (1-5) and difficulty
(1-5), unique school ID, and subject area. In dataset 1, professor IDs are joined to
the spreadsheet provided by the Git repository of morph.io/chrisguags (2015) to
obtain chili pepper status of the professor.
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Characteristics of RMP Reviews

To organize our data, we label it by two classes: Ghost-P and None. Ghost peppers (Ghost-P) are reviews that contain objectifying language or attractiveness
commentary. We describe these distinctions in more detail below.

Expressions of Attractiveness
Ghost pepper samples entail descriptions of a professor’s physical appearance, demeanor, clothing style, or resemblance. We broaden the scope of previous RMP
inquiries that associate the chili pepper with “sexiness” (Felton et al., 2008) by
also considering commentary about clothing or style, fantasy language, and commentary that disparages professor appearance. We believe all of these categories
objectify the professor and are extraneous to rating a professor’s teaching.
In addition to the range of sentiments around professor attractiveness, objectifying language is expressed in many stylistic variations. Student reviews on RMP
contain a variety of lexical flourishes common to online microblogging sites. Like
Twitter, RMP reviews use slang (ex. 1), intentional and unintentional variations in
word spelling (ex. 2) and expressive punctuation (ex. 3). Words in all-caps might
be used for emphasis (ex. 4). Emoticons such as :( and ;) are used to accentuate
positive or negative sentiment (ex. 5).
(1)

“...when he talked about tensors he almost saw my O-face.”

(2)

“Everyone LOOOOOVES sexy Jeff!”

(3)

“It’s hard to concentrate because she is soooo hooootttt!!!!”

(4)

“...he doesn’t assume students understand complex stuff like
other math teachers do. Plus, hello, HOT!”

(5)

“He’s also pretty cute which helps. :)”
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Previous research by Kindred and Mohammed (2017) suggests that 3% of review
comments describe teacher attractiveness. While this seems like a small amount,
a frequency of 3% accounts for a half a million professor reviews (based on RMP’s
claims about their review inventory). It is hard to quantify how often these reviews
are read, but they are available to millions of visitors who come to RMP’s website
each month. While the reputation of RMP has long been associated with students
commenting on their professors’ appearances (Lagorio, 2006), this low frequency
of observations in relation to all reviews suggests a highly imbalanced dataset.

3.1.3

Classification Strategies

We implement two classification algorithms with unique strengths for capturing the
qualities and contexts of ghost peppers. The first, a chunk tagger, applies bottomup processing using a greedy decoding strategy. The second, a document classifier,
uses top-down processing with a rich feature set for domain-specific patterns.

3.2

Model 1 - Chunk Tagger

Within individual RMP reviews, attractiveness commentary is often only a small
proportion of words in the total review. Through observational analysis (Fig. 1.1),
we find that ghost pepper reviews often discuss class or lecture contents in addition to teacher attractiveness. This interweaving of subjective and objective is a
common occurrence for reviews in general and has been explored more widely in
sentiment analysis of movie reviews. In this review genre, a review may describe
the actors who star in the film; however, this attributes is irrelevant to detecting
the sentiment of the review. Pang and Lee (2004) present a solution where objective portions of the movie review document are discarded by the classifier before
focusing on subjective sentences.
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slang example
She

is

a

great

teacher

and

hubba,

hubba.

O

O

O

O

O

O

B-Ghost-P

I-Ghost-P

sentence clause example
He

is

cut

for

a

Stanford

professor

-

O

O

B-Ghost-P

O

O

O

O

O

looks

like

he

can

bench

250

lbs.

B-Ghost-P

I-Ghost-P

I-Ghost-P

I-Ghost-P

I-Ghost-P

I-Ghost-P

I-Ghost-P

adjective complement example
Awesome

class

and

yeah,

she’s

hot.

O

O

O

O

O

B-Ghost-P

Table 3.1: IOB labeling schema for ghost pepper class.

Our chunk tagger is customized to focus on spans within the review document
that describe professor appearance. This serves two advantages: (1) we can place
less emphasis on other topics and details that take up a larger portion of the review;
and (2) the potential, given enough training data, to detect novel attractiveness
phrases occurring in similar contexts to ones previously seen. By identifying objectifying language spans within the review, we can propagate the presence of a
hypothesized attractiveness statement to the document/review level and therefore
use it to figure out how many ghost peppers are in the data. We base this model
on the NLTK NamedEntity classifier (Bird, Klein, and Loper, 2009, Ch.7). Unlike
named entity boundaries, the boundaries of ghost pepper spans are ambiguous. We
discuss the challenges and strategies in defining Ghost-P spans in Section 3.2.1.
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Model 1 Features

Inside-outside-beginning (IOB) labels for ghost peppers
The labeling schema for the chunk tagger annotates reviews at token level. We
use the IOB schema commonly applied in named entity recognition (NER) tasks
(Ramshaw and Marcus, 1995). For this research, the same methods are used
to label attractiveness comments as Ghost-P spans. Based on the paradigm of
the chunk classifier, determining correct boundaries for ghost pepper spans in our
training data is a challenging consideration. (Bird, Klein, and Loper, 2009, Ch.7).
Ghost-P spans do not neatly intersect with other syntactic phrase categories
such as noun phrases or adjective phrases; therefore, adapting IOB annotation
to this task presents unique challenges. Due to the chunk tagger’s feed forward
greedy decoding, if the beginning of a span is missed, the result is inaccurate. This
is unlike Viterbi decoding which produces the globally optimal tag sequence at
the cost of additional computation. To train our chunk tagger, human annotators
are asked to label spans with the minimal tokens necessary to describe physical
appearance or attractiveness qualities. In some cases, this span might only contain
the word “hot,” whereas in other cases the span might include an idiom like “easy
on the eyes.” See Table 3.1 for examples of how this annotation scheme applies to
the collected reviews.

Token level features
For the chunk tagger, each token is converted to a tuple with its IOB boundary and
part-of-speech tag. The feature vector contains stylistic properties for each tuple:
if the token is in all caps, if the token is title case, if the token contains multiple
repeating letters (ex: “coool”), and whether or not the characters are alphabetic
or numeric. In addition to part-of-speech, standard lexical properties encoded in
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the vector include: token part-of-speech, token casefolded, and casefolded token
lemma using the NLTK Snowball Stemmer (Porter, 2019).

Context features
Each token represented in the feature vector includes information about its context.
We start with the previous two and following two words, previous and following
token part-of-speech, previous and following token casefolded, IOB label of the
previous token, and whether the previous and following tokens are all caps.

Domain-specific tokens and custom dictionaries
To capture domain-specific features of RMP reviews, we denote if the token belongs
to one of three custom dictionaries inspired by examples we observed in the training
data. These dictionaries include:
• hot dictionary: synonyms of “hot” such as “appealing” and “dreamy” collected
from online lists such as 75 Ways to Say Beautiful (2013), regular expression
patterns to capture the variations of hot such as “hooottt” and “hoottie”;
• hair words: a list of words describing hairstyles such as “blonde” and “bald”;
• fashion words: a list of words describing clothing and fashion.
See Appendix B for complete contents of word lists.

3.2.2

Fuzzy Samples

Below we describe reviews that pose challenges in labeling ghost pepper spans and
discuss the process behind how distinctions are made.
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Flirtation but no attractiveness commentary
Examples where the review may be flirtatious but not directly describing professor
appearance present a gray area. While it could be deduced from gushing enthusiasm
and flattering commentary in the review that professional and personal boundaries
between teacher and student are crossed, if the appearance of the teacher is not
described, the review is not considered a ghost pepper. The following examples
present challenges to the binary classification strategy.
Referring to a professor as “that man” borders on objectifying, but without
additional context it is not considered a ghost pepper.
(6) “Damn, I love that man.”

None

Reference to marriage or dating is considered a ghost pepper class. We decide
this because of the element of fantasy in samples like these is taken to be indicative
of an attraction to the professor.
(7) “I love him so much, I would totally

h

marry him

i

if I could.”

Ghost-P

Reviews that compare the professor to a deity are also difficult to distinguish.
If there is no reference to a physical quality of the professor, the review is not
considered a ghost pepper. In many cases comparison to a deity is in the context
of describing the teacher’s expertise or helpfulness.
(8) “She is a goddess!”

None

(9) “He is a math god!”

None

Accents
The most common challenging examples refer to the professor’s voice or accent.
These types of reviews primarily fall into two categories: (1) the accent is sexy,
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charming, or appealing; and (2) denoting professors who are non-native English
speakers described as difficult to understand. Reviews in the latter category come
across as denigrating of the professor but are not necessarily labeled ghost peppers.
We consider the intent of the student and if they account for a professors accent being difficult to understand without directly insulting the professor. In these cases,
the review is not a ghost pepper. However, if the review goes beyond describing
comprehension difficulties and seems personally derogatory, such as “horrible accent,” this is considered a negative attractiveness comment and is labeled ghost
pepper. The following examples illustrate some of these distinctions:
h
i
h
i
(10) “And he’s British, such a charmer ! Love his accent !”
h
i
(11) “He has the cutest accent .”

Ghost-P
Ghost-P

(12) “I had a hard time understanding him because of his heavy accent.” None

Adorable
Enthusiastic reviews frequently use words like “adorable” or “charming.” Sometimes
these words are used to describe a professor’s attitude or charisma. In other contexts, these terms are used to describe a professor’s looks or mannerisms. In the
latter case the example is considered a ghost pepper.
(13) “He’s adorable in his love for the environment.”

None

This example is not considered a ghost pepper since it refers to personality and
not a physical characteristic.
h
i
(14) “She’s an adorable woman and a gift to the department.”

Ghost-P

In this example, “adorable” precedes and modifies “woman” and it is not clear if it
is modifying appearance or personality. In this case it is labeled ghost pepper.
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Annotator Agreement for Ghost-P Spans

Two human judges labeled data with spans for the model 1 classifier. Spans received
a binary classification of Ghost-P or None. We achieved Cohen’s κ score of .785
for the span level labels (Table 4.6).

3.2.4

Chunk Tagger Algorithm

Each document in the training and test data is tokenized and converted to tuple lists composed of token, part-of-speech (POS) tag, and IOB label using the
CoNLL-2003 schema (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003). We combine this
schema with a multinomial logistic regression that allows transitions between spans
to be modeled on multiple non-independent binary features such as capitalization,
part-of-speech, and other custom features discussed in Table 3.2. An input-feature
is a property of an unlabeled token and a joint feature is the property of a labeled
token. In this model, joint features are required to have numeric values.


 1, if feature is present in x
f (x) =

 0, otherwise

(3.1)

The chunk tagger then evaluates the probability of labels for each input context
based on the probabilities of the joint features of the training data. The classifier
estimates an outcome d on input x using the following procedure:
1. For each fi (x) in a set of N features, determine if fi (x) should be 1 or 0
2. Multiply each fi (x) with the associated weight wi (d), which depends on the
decision d being evaluated.
3. Sum all of the products of the weight and feature pairs.
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4. Divide the sum by the sum of the numerators for every possible decision so
that the sum across all decisions is 1. The final formula reads:
P
( N
i=1 wi (d) ∗ fi (x))
P (d|x) = P P
N
d(
i=1 wi (d) ∗ fi (x))

(3.2)

5. The classifier then selects the class with the highest probability.

ŷ = arg maxP (d|x)

(3.3)

y

Using this conditional model, we can simplify our output and calculations by
focusing on outcome labels and not input predictions as in generative models (Bird,
Klein, and Loper, 2009, Ch.6).

3.3

Model 2 - Document Classifier

Our document classifier, model 2, considers the feature space of the entire review
rather than individual sequences within the review. This classifier can take advantage of the rich lexical and syntactic features that belong to the full review
document and make statistical assumptions based on all collected features. In the
following section we describe document level features that are captured in addition
to token level features covered in model 1.

3.3.1

Document Level Features

For model 2, we use features that occur over the entire review document to make
inferences about the document label. We describe these features in three groupings: social media and formality/informality patterns, student bias and subjectivity
patterns, and domain-specific features.
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Description
Span IOB label, token POS, and lemma for token Markov
chain feature vectors.

Familiarity and first person

Binned averages for proportion of first and third person
pronouns, binary value for use of formal titles.

Lexical

Contains entries from custom dictionaries of words that
describe appearance, fashion/style, hairstyle, body parts,
age, accent. Includes “has hot” dictionary that includes
regex patterns for finding atypical spellings of “hot” such
as “hoootttt”

document level only
Readability

Binned averages for word length, average sentence length,
proportion of words over 4 letters, ratio of verb/noun tokens per sentence.

Sentiment polarity

Binned sentiment score from TextBlob sentiment analysis
toolkit.

Subjectivity score

Binned subjectivity score from TextBlob sentiment analysis
toolkit.

Formality

Proportion of capitalized sentences, proportion of uncapitalized sentences, proportion of adjectives.

Pronouns

Review contains “she/her” pronouns or “he/him” pronouns.

Internet Style

Contains multiple “!”, contains emoticon, contains all caps
words

Table 3.2: Feature sets for chunk and document classifier.
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Social media and formality/informality patterns
As stated previously, student reviews on the RMP site share similar characteristics
and challenges with other domains of social media text. Ratings that discuss
teacher appearance tend to be composed in a more conversational or message board
style (ex: “he’s wayyyy hot ;-)”) compared to evaluations that focus on course
materials (ex. “as long as you do the readings, you will do fine”). To capture
this distinction, we sample from feature sets in statistical models by Pavlick and
Tetreault (2016) that measure human perception of formality in text. Features
included in this set include complexity measures at the document level such as:
average word length, average sentence length, ratio of long words to total words,
ratio of nouns to verbs, and modifier counts per sentence. We also define onehot features for non-standard punctuation and sentence capitalization. In addition
to stylistic features of the review, we consider formalness in how the professor is
addressed by the reviewer. If a title such as “Dr.,” “Professor,” “Mrs.” or “Mr.” are
used, we denote the review uses a formal title.

Student bias and subjectivity patterns
Studies of SETs and RMP have found biases in how male instructors are rated
compared to female instructors. We consider how previous studies address the
role of language in describing these biases. Work by Boring (2017) and Stark
(2016) demonstrate that SET and RMP reviews contain gender stereotypes; male
professors are rated higher on male stereotypes such as class leadership skills and
female professors are rated higher for female stereotypes such as “being warm.”
A data visualization by Schmidt (2015) graphically demonstrates this skew in the
use of words like “genius” being more commonly attributed to male professors,
whereas words like “nurturing” are more often associated with female professors.
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We hypothesized teacher gender based on pronouns (he/his or she/her) used in the
reviews so that we might factor these differences into our analyses.
We also consider features denoting subjectivity. Subjectivity had been associated with informality and also aligns with critiques of the RMP website. Davison
and Price (2009) and Ritter (2008) describe the tone of student reviews matching
more of a consumerist lens than an educational discourse. Their work suggests that
students see the classroom as transactional where rating professors is based on customer service rather than educational values. To describe this effect as features, we
compared the proportion of first-person pronouns to third-person pronouns in the
review so as to capture which perspective the student emphasized in the review. We
also scored each review for sentiment and subjectivity using the TextBlob (2018)
library’s sentiment classification. The TextBlob sentiment analyzer is based on the
Pattern library (De Smedt, 2012), which contains a set of adjectives and adverbs
hand-scored based on positive and negative sentiment. The final score for the document is based on the average of the sentiment scores of these descriptors. This
sentiment analyzer returns a polarity score and subjectivity score, both ranging
from −1.0 to 1.0.

Social media context and domain-specific features
We also consider features unique to internet discourse. We denoted one-hot features
for stylistic characteristics identified through regular expression patterns such as:
emoticons :-), multiple exclamation marks, and the use of words in all caps (as seen
in ex. 4). Other features are more specific to the RMP corpus and uniquely capture patterns encountered when annotating the data. Just as the chili pepper icon
denoted “hotness”, “hot” is a common attribute of the reviews describing attractiveness. However, to capture “hot” in all its variations, we look for regex patterns
that capture alternative spellings of hot, such as “hoooottt!” and “hotttttt.” We
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tokens

token/IOB boundaries
document-level

3155

23

documents positive samples

Cohen’s κ

73

36

.785

537

34

.801

Table 3.3: Inter-annotator agreement.

also carry over the custom dictionaries covered in Section 3.2.1 used in the chunk
tagger to capture common keywords in attractiveness ratings.
These custom feature sets either measure binary outcomes or bin proportions
based on all collected values for better classifier performance. See Table 3.2 for a
full listing of token and document-level features.

3.3.2

Annotator Agreement Doc-level Labels

Two human judges labeled data at document level for the model 2 classifier. Documents received a binary classification of Ghost-P or None. We achieved a Cohen’s
κ score of .801 for the document level labels (Table 4.6).

3.3.3

Model 2 – document classifier algorithm

For the document classifier, we focus our attention on SVM classifiers. The SVM
creates a hyperplane to separate the data into two classes. This decision function
is fully specified by a subset of training samples, the support vectors. The SVM
classifier maximizes the margin between these support vectors. In addition to our
custom feature sets, we use Scikit-learn’s (Pedregosa et al., 2011) count vectorizer
for tokenization of unigrams, bigrams, and lemmas. We include the term frequencyinverse document frequency (tf-idf) calculation to weigh terms by their frequency
in all of the reviews so that less frequent, more specific, terms have greater value
(Sparck Jones, 1988).
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Model 3 and 4: Ensemble Voting classifier

The following two models are both simple forms of ensemble methods. Halteren,
Zavrel, and Daelemans (1998) demonstrate that ensemble methods can utilize the
strengths of the individual weak classifiers so long as each classifier in the model
has an accuracy greater than chance. In addition, for the ensemble model to be
effective, the classification methods being combined should produce uncorrelated
errors. Brill and Wu (1998) demonstrate that when combining weak classifiers with
unique errors, the random errors cancel each other out and correct decisions are
reinforced. Ensembles are particularly useful in cases such as our study, where
training data is limited and therefore the variance across training samples and
learning methods is more pronounced (Halteren, Zavrel, and Daelemans, 1998).
Because our ensemble is comparing two classifiers that provide binary results,
only hard voting is considered. Future research could consider more complex voting
ensembles that assign weights to multiple classifiers. Since we are only using two
classifiers, this calculation is unnecessary. By combining our model 1 and model
2 classifiers, we can take advantage of the strengths of each classifier paradigm.
The chunk tagger can help us distinguish ambiguous examples pulled from the
expressive feature set of the document classifier. For instance, in Section 3.2.1,
the token “accent” signifying attractiveness depends highly on the context that
the chunk tagger has encoded. The document classifier may consider documents
containing the token “accent” as positive if this token occurred frequently in the
training data labeled ghost pepper. Combining the classifiers can account for this
type of random error that often occurs when relying on domain-specific features
with limited training data and an imbalanced class. We combine classifiers in model
1 and model 2 into a hard voting classifier where each classifier gets an equal weight
vote. In model 3, each classifier has an equal vote treating documents where the
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classifiers disagree as non-ghost pepper documents. In model 4 we discard samples
with classifier disagreement and only evaluate documents where both classifiers
agree or disagree.
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Chapter 4

Experiments
4.1

Training and Test Data

We collect two data sets of RMP professor reviews by scraping the RMP website,
ratemyprofessors.com as referenced in Section 3.1. Our first tests use dataset
1 consisting of 4,050 reviews for 1,037 professors from 11 schools. Chili pepper
rankings of these professors are known based on cross-referencing with a previous
collection by morph.io/chrisguags (2015). For our gold standard data, we find
that reviews with ghost pepper attractiveness commentary are sparse in professors
labeled “not hot”: 39 ghost peppers out of 1,241 samples. However, we find professors that are labeled “hot” have a higher proportion: 183 ghost peppers out of 1,103
samples. To collect a substantial number of diverse ghost pepper comments, we
oversample from the population of professors who are labeled “hot”. We partition
dataset 1 into training, development, and test sets (Table 4.1).

Partition

Samples

Unique Tokens

Tokens

Ghost Peppers

2,436

5,935

84,448

230

development

622

2,657

20,114

48

test

992

3,617

34,529

40

training

Table 4.1: Partitions for training, development, and test data.
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Reviews

Tokens
unique

Date Range
start

total

end

Dataset 1

4,050

9,135

139,031

5/2001

1/2019

Dataset 2

358,970

71,700

15m

10/1999

10/2019

Table 4.2: Review and token count for datasets 1 and 2.

4.2

Model 1 – Chunk Tagger Results

The chunk tagger’s default accuracy measure scores are calculated at token level
based on the proper tagging of the exact Ghost-P span (if the boundary is off by
one token then the classifier accuracy score is penalized). While span boundaries
are less important in our use case, it is possible spans will be missed. For our
purposes, we consider the accuracy score at document level, where any document
with any Ghost-P span is considered positive, regardless of whether the boundaries
are an exact match with the original IOB labels. To account for the sparsity and
diversity of positive samples in our data set, we perform a 10-fold cross-validation
test. The accuracy of the chunk classifier is low (F 1 = .32); however, once we drop
consideration of span boundaries and propagate our results up to the document
level, we achieve a suitable accuracy for inclusion in the ensemble classifier. Table
4.3 contains results for the chunk tagger propagated to the document level.
Classifier
IOB to doc

Precision

Recall

F1

Acc.

Ghost−P

N one

Ghost−P

N one

Ghost−P

M acroAvg.

.63

.98

.72

.97

.66

.82

Table 4.3: Chunk tagger results for dataset 1.

.99
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Model 2 – Document Classifier Results

For document classification, we experiment with decision trees, random forests
and SVM classifiers using the Scikit-learn library (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Our
preliminary results show best results from the Linear SVM classifier; however,
these first experiments do not surpass an F1 measure above .72. In analyzing
missed examples in our development set, we discover that idiomatic expressions
are not detected although they occur often in ghost pepper samples.
To increase the accuracy of the document classifier, we define an additional
set of pattern matching features using a rule-matching engine, Matcher, that is
part of the spaCy package (Honnibal and Montani, 2017). Matcher operates using
tokens similar to regular expressions. However, the rules can refer to the token
and tag. We define a set of patterns to match idiomatic expressions and other
combinations observed in the training data. The following examples demonstrate
common patterns:
(15) “Easy on the eyes”
“Not bad on the eyes”

(16)

“Not bad looking”

{“POS”:ADJ},{“LOWER”:“on”},
{“LOWER”:“the”}, {“LOWER”:“eyes”}

{“POS”:ADJ},{“LEMMA”:“look”}

“Good looking”

If a document contains these patterns, it is labeled “1” for the “has hot” feature
similar to tokens in the custom hot dictionary (described in Section 3.1). These
additional patterns improve the score on our development set. When we apply the
classifier to our test data, we achieve an F1 of .90 on the Ghost-P class.
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Precision
Classifier

Ghost−P

N one

Recall
Ghost−P

F1

N one

Ghost−P

M acroAvg.

Acc.

SVM Linear

.85

1.00

.95

.99

.90

.93

.98

SVM Poly

.47

.99

.85

.96

.60

.79

.95

Decision Tree

.77

.98

.73

.98

.75

.86

.95

Random Forests

.55

1.00

.95

.96

.69

.84

.96

K-Nearest Neighbors

.67

.99

.91

.97

.77

.88

.97

Table 4.4: Model 2 document classifier results for dataset 1.

4.3.1

Model 2 - Feature Ablation Study

Testing the effectiveness of the features on the Linear SVC classifier demonstrates
that the “has hot” feature including pattern matching and “has accent” are essential
features for attaining high classifier accuracy. Removing other categories of our
feature set pertaining to gender, formality/informality, and internet style do not
impact our scores. Surprisingly, we also find that n-gram and token features do not
affect our accuracy score. See Table 4.5 for detailed breakdown of feature ablation.

4.4

Models 3 and 4 - Voting Classifiers

We apply model 3 and 4 to the extensive dataset 2 of unlabeled RMP reviews.
Dataset 2 consists of 358,969 reviews for 28,158 professors from 46 schools. Chili
pepper ratings for these professors are not known. (See Table 4.2 for dataset 2
counts, for list of schools see Appendix A).
After applying model 1 and model 2 to the unlabeled data, we determine ensemble accuracy by comparing classifier agreement with 600 samples. We pull samples
with classifier agreement on 150 Ghost-P documents and 150 documents labeled
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Features
•

-

•

•

-

-

-

-

-

has “hot”

•

-

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

has “accent”

•

-

•

•

•

•

•

-

•

age, body part, clothing

•

-

•

•

•

•

•

-

-

Readability

•

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Sentiment polarity

•

-

•

•

•

-

-

-

-

Subjectivity score

•

-

•

•

•

-

-

-

-

Formality

•

-

•

-

-

-

-

-

-

Pronouns

•

-

•

•

-

-

-

-

-

Internet Style

•

-

•

•

•

•

-

-

-

F1 (Ghost-P)

.90

.27

.90

.90

.90

.90

.90

.79

.90

Familiarity and first person
Lexical:

Table 4.5:

Feature ablation study demonstrating reliance on
domain-specific lexical features.

None. We also sample documents with classifier disagreement: 150 of each when
model 1 or model 2 tagged the entry as Ghost-P while the other considered it a
None class. We over-sample from recent date ranges to ensure that our training
data is compatible with finding ghost pepper classes in more recently dated posts.
For instance, if a new slang term about attractiveness was introduced to the site in
the past year, our feature set might not have detected it. We did not find evidence
of this issue.
The weak classifiers of model 1 and 2 have high variance in agreement. The
ensemble classifier cancels out some of the random error in both models. In Table
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Model 1

Model 2
Ghost-P

None

Ghost-P

8,573

9,858

None

4,295

336,242

Table 4.6: Agreement matrix for model 1 and model 2.

4.7 we can see that the ensemble classifiers achieved greatly improved results compared to either of the weak model 1 and model 2 classifiers alone. The ensemble
classifier, model 4, achieves the highest accuracy with F1= .84. Considering the
sparsity of the ghost pepper class in our datasets, both model 3 and model 4 can be
considered effective ensemble models, they greatly improve accuracy over chance
guessing. We use model 4 in our trend analysis in Chapter 5.

Models
Scores

1

2

3

4

Precision

(Ghost-P class)

0.42

0.44

0.72

0.72

Precision

(None class)

0.92

0.94

0.98

0.99

Recall

(Ghost-P class)

0.21

0.23

0.44

0.99

Recall

(None class)

0.97

0.98

0.99

0.99

F1

(Ghost-P)

0.28

0.30

0.55

0.84

F1

(Macro Avg.)

0.61

0.63

0.77

0.92

0.23

0.26

0.50

0.83

Est. κ

Table 4.7: Population estimates for dataset 2.
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Chapter 5

Analysis
5.1

Ghost Pepper Trends Analysis

In the following sections, we examine the proportions of RMP professor reviews
with attractiveness commentary based on various demographic and time based
factors. We conduct a logistic regression longitudinal analysis of ghost pepper frequency with conditional parameters and interactions. We then test our hypothesis
that the proportion of ratings with attractiveness commentary has significantly
declined since the chili pepper feature was removed from the RMP website.

5.1.1

Demographic Trends in Attractiveness Commentary

Based on previous studies of bias in SET and RMP reviews introduced in Chapter
2, we analyze factors including teacher gender, quality and difficulty scores and
school characteristics that might influence trends in ghost pepper commentary.

Teacher gender
As described in feature selection (Chapter 3), we assume teacher gender identity
based on pronouns used by their reviewers. Our data set has 60% more male
professors than female professors (M= 174, 912, F=109, 262). A chi-square test of
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Figure 5.1: Proportion of ghost pepper reviews by school type

independence performed to examine the relation between gender and ghost pepper
reviews finds the relation between these variables is significant, (X 2 = 1.079, n =
284, 174, p = .003). Reviews about male professors are more likely than reviews
about female professors to contain attractiveness commentary.

Quality and difficulty
Taking into account Freng and Webber’s (2009) finding that chili pepper scores can
account for 8% of the variance in professor quality ratings, we plot the proportions
for each option in the quality and difficulty rating scales (Fig. 5.3). We find that
reviews of teachers who are ranked higher in quality are more likely to have reviews
with attractiveness commentary. We find the inverse to be true for difficulty scores:
the higher the difficulty score, the less likely the reviews for the professor will
contain attractiveness commentary. We look at this factor more closely in the
following logistic regression (Section 5.1.2).
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Figure 5.2: Ghost pepper proportion in relation to school tuition level (left) and
enrollment (right).

School characteristics
Based on the proportions of reviews from various schools and types of schools,
we compare: trends between public and private universities, cost of tuition, and
region in order to explore possible regional and socioeconomic factors. Using data
from U.S. News Best Colleges (2019) we factor in enrollment size in an effort to
distinguish various ranges in faculty-to-student ratios. For student population size

Figure 5.3: Ghost pepper proportion in relation to quality and difficulty ratings
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Figure 5.4: Proportion of ghost pepper reviews 2004-2019.

and tuition level, we defined three equal-width bins for the collected values. See
Appendix A for a full listing of universities with tuition and enrollment groupings.
We find that public universities have a higher proportion of ghost pepper reviews
than private universities (Fig. 5.1). Size of school enrollment is not associated with
variance in the proportion of ghost pepper reviews. However, schools in the midrange for tuition amount have a higher proportion of ghost pepper reviews than
lower and higher range schools (See Fig. 5.2).

5.1.2

Ghost Pepper Reviews Longitudinal Analysis

Reviews on RMP occur cyclically on a semester interval, with the end of fall and
spring quarters receiving greater activity than winter and summer. A longitudinal
plot of the proportions of ghost pepper reviews against total reviews shows a decline
starting in 2012, six years prior to the removal of the chili pepper (Fig. 5.4).
The aim of this analysis is to compare the removal of the chili pepper as a
main effect while also considering time interval effects (measured sequentially by
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quarters), demographic factors, and professor quality and difficulty rating factors.
We then test the goodness-of-fit by comparing various correlation structures for
these parameters.
We use the generalized estimating equation (GEE) proposed by Liang and Zeger
(1986). GEE is an extension of the generalized linear model that takes into account
the correlation between observations. GEE can also accommodate an unequal
number of observations and unequal spacing of time intervals between reviews.
These benefits of GEE allow us to better utilize the entire dataset we collected. We
use the logit function for the link function and the binomial family to describe the
distribution of the dependent variable (ghost pepper). We achieve the best results
with exchangeable correlation structure which assumes the same correlation for all
pairs of subjects. In our dataset, teachers with similar quality and difficulty scores
are equally correlated.
The response variable is defined as ghost pepper, or the presence of attractiveness commentary in the review as a binomial factor of 1=present and 0=none.
We include multiple independent variables in the model and reduce the model in
stages when factors do not have a significant effect. The first models did not show
a significant effect for school demographics (school size, tuition level, enrollment
level, subject category), so we removed these factors. The final model focuses on
removal of chili pepper feature, time interval (quarter), teacher quality and difficulty scores, and professor gender. We code quality, difficulty, and time interval as
continuous interval covariates. Professor gender is coded as a binary variable with
0 for male and 1 for female. The removal of the chili pepper is coded as a binary
variable: reviews dated prior to June 28, 2018, when the chili pepper was removed,
are labeled 0. Reviews after that date are labeled 1. The repeated measure is
the professors coded by the category label of their teacher ID. Since the reviews
posted on the RMP website are anonymous, we are unable to consider the random
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effects of the same student posting multiple reviews. The GEE test considers the
variance of the population rather than individual subjects, which is appropriate for
the noise in the data set.

Removal of the chili pepper and time interval
First, we focus on our primary question concerning frequency of ghost pepper
reviews and the removal of the chili pepper. Given that our graph shows a declining
slope in this frequency over the time preceding removal of the chili pepper, we look
at the interaction of these two parameters to see if the decline is significantly
different when the chili pepper was removed. The slope of the interaction is not
significant, so the model is reduced to remove this interaction. There is a significant
effect of time (p < .001) and condition(with vs. without the chili pepper, p = .003)
demonstrating that the decline in ghost peppers in the no chili pepper condition is
accounted for by time and removal of the chili pepper rather, not by time alone.

Quality, difficulty and teacher gender
In addition to time and condition parameters, we consider other teacher factors in
the final model. We find that teacher gender, difficulty rating, and quality rating
have significant effect on the frequency of ghost peppers reviews. We include an
interaction between quality score and gender as well as difficulty score and gender.
We find that that the interaction between teacher gender and quality score has
a significant coefficient, whereas quality score on its own does not. Research by
Felton et al. (2008) discusses the correlation between quality and chili pepper score;
however, they do not factor gender to reveal the skew in this bias towards female
professors. When factoring gender, we deduce that female teachers who are rated
higher in quality are more likely to have ghost pepper reviews than male professors
(β = 1.102, p = .041). Conversely, female professors are significantly less likely
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Exp(B)

lower

upper

Std. Err.

Wald Chi-Sq.

df

Sig

Intercept

.044

.033

.060

.1574

392.447

1

.000

No Chili Pepper

.656

.497

.866

.1417

8.855

1

.003

Time Interval

.980

.976

.985

.0025

65.552

1

.000

Difficulty

.931

.890

.974

.0232

9.471

1

.002

Quality

1.054

.994

1.117

.0296

3.128

1

.077

Pronoun*Quality

1.102

1.004

1.209

.0475

4.162

1

.041

.586

.400

.859

.1951

7.498

1

.006

Pronoun

Table 5.1: GEE model parameter estimates
dependent variable: ghost peppers.

than male professors to receive ghost peppers reviews when they have lower quality
scores (β = .586, p = .006). Interactions for difficulty and professor pronoun did
not produce significant values; however, difficulty as a factor on its own is significant
(β = .931, p = .002). We can deduce that the more difficult the professor is rated,
the less likely they will receive attractiveness commentary in their reviews.
The parameters in Table 5.1 reflect the model with best goodness-of-fit measures
scored using computed using the full log quasi-likelihood function (QIC). Table 5.2
compares QIC scores for our final model tests.

5.1.3

Findings

We can conclude that our hypothesis is correct: there has been a significant decline
in the frequency of reviews containing attractiveness commentary since the removal
of the chili pepper feature from the RMP website. In addition, our analysis also
shows that there has been a significant decline in ghost peppers reviews before the
removal of the chili pepper feature. The results from the ghost peppers discovered
by our classifier reflect similar trends to previous studies of RMP that considered
the chili pepper rating with other factors. Our finding that female professors who
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receive high rankings in quality are more likely to have attractiveness commentary
in their reviews, reflects findings by Freng and Webber (2009) of quality variance
being highly correlated with chili peppers. The finding that this correlation is only
significant for female professors reflects previous findings in gender bias in teacher
ratings, primarily in disciplines such as history and political science (Rosen, 2018).

5.1.4

Discussion

The removal of the chili pepper feature on RMP has had a significant effect on
the decline of attractiveness commentary in professor reviews. While other factors
associated with ghost peppers reflect previous findings about bias and the chili
pepper feature, this is the first study to find that attractiveness commentary has
been in decline overall for the past eight years. In the following section, we discuss
possible explanations for this trend.
QIC b

QICC b

Filter, Time, Diff, Qual., Pronoun,
Time*Filter, Pronoun*Quality

14661.364

14657.803

Filter, Time, Diff, Qual., Pronoun,
Time*Filter

14664.433

14661.224

Filter, Time, Diff., Quality, Pronoun

14663.914

14.660.195

Filter, Diff., Time, Pronoun, Pronoun*Quality, Pronoun*Filter

14662.875

14658.663

Filter, Diff., Time, Pronoun, Pronoun*Quality

14661.553

14656.250

Filter, Diff., Time, Pronoun*Quality

14669.114

14665.527

Model Parameters

Table 5.2: Goodness-of-fit, computed using the full log quasilikelihood function (QIC).
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#MeToo and #TimesUp social movements
The Twitter post garnering 14K likes that spurred RateMyProfessors to remove
the chili pepper and included the social media hashtag #TimesUp (McLaughlin,
2018). Times Up is a movement against sexual harassment in the workplace that
was founded in January 2018 and is often overlapped with the #MeToo movement
focused on ending the silence of sexual harassment and sexual assault (Langone,
2018). “Me Too” began in 2006 by sexual assault survivor and activist Tarana Burke
(metoomvmt.org, 2019). However, the beginning of #MeToo movement is described as following the exposure of movie producer Harvey Weinstein’s widespread
sexual abuse allegations (Bennett, 2017). Both the #TimesUp and #MeToo online campaigns raise awareness of gender discrimination and sexual harassment in
the workplace. This activism could inspire students to reconsider posting about
their teacher’s appearance on the RMP website. It is difficult to hypothesize this
effect separately from the chili pepper removal since the time elapsed between the
two events is less than three time intervals in the analysis. However, because the
decline in attractiveness commentary preceded the #MeToo and #TimesUp social
media campaigns, we consider other factors.

Cultural and internet trends
As cited in Chapter 2, RMP was created at a time when rating attractiveness was
a common feature on the web. Over time, websites characterized by this theme
transitioned from online entertainment to commercial services such as online dating
with monthly membership fees (Dockterman, 2014). Prior to the decline in ghost
peppers starting in 2012, social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook
were introduced and became widely used. These sites mark an era where online
interactions and posting content online is more commonplace than when RMP was
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launched. If we subtract eighteen years from the point in time that ghost peppers
began to decline, we see alignment with the transition between Millennial and Gen
Z generations (Dimock, 2019). These generational distinctions are loosely based on
differences in exposure to social media and smartphones. Future work could parse
these groups and their experiences with social media in more detail to account for
generational trends around online commentary in teacher reviews.

Interface and editorial design
As referenced in Fig. 2.2, as of 2008 the RMP interface not only included the
chili pepper feature, but also editorial features such as “hottest professors list” that
reinforced a norm of rating teacher attractiveness. Additionally, the design and language of the RMP web form has iterated over the time period our dataset covers.
Another design change is documented on the RateMyProfessors.com Wikipedia
entry where they attribute winning a People’s Choice Webby award in 2015 to a
“massive overhaul” of the website (Wikipedia contributors, 2020). Changes in editorial content, review questions, and overall design are factors we cannot account
for in our dataset. All may have had influence on reviewer behavior.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
This thesis has explored the potential of measuring the effects of interface design
on online discourse with a focus on the website RateMyProfessors.com. We are
able to find that a small change to the website, removal of their controversial chili
pepper rating, had a significant effect on the decline in students commenting on
teacher attractiveness in their reviews. We experimented with four classification
models and discovered that an ensemble of two weak text classifiers can provide
highly accurate labels on an imbalanced data set. Once we identified attractiveness
ratings in professor reviews over a fifteen year period, we found two important
trends: (1) the frequency of students commenting on their teachers’ appearance
has been in decline for eight years; and (2) the removal of the chili pepper from
the web interface has significantly added to this decline. While previous research
has considered RMP’s chili pepper in relation to bias in reviews, these studies
have referred to the chili pepper as an inevitable characteristic of the online review
environment. By demonstrating that the removal of the chili pepper has had a
significant effect, these findings support the activism behind asking web companies
like RateMyProfessors to remove features that might seem entertaining but foster
workplace harassment and other harms.
Our goal of this research is to provide evidence that online discourse behaviors
can be measurably influenced by the design of a web interface. When analyzing
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online patterns through corpus analysis, we can consider how a population might
be influenced or primed by the website where their behavior is captured. We hope
this work and the activism of the teachers who prompted the removal of the chili
pepper can inspire and provide evidence for researchers to question the status quo
of troubling website features rather than viewing them as inevitable and separate
from the discourse they inspire.
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Appendix A

Universities Sampled
A.1

Training and Analysis Datasets

A.1.1

Dataset 1

• Carnegie Melon University

• Stanford University

• Duke University

• Tufts University

• Harvard University

• University of Chicago

• MIT

• University of Texas at Austin

• Princeton University

• Yale University

• Rice University

Table A.1: Universities sampled in dataset 1.
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Dataset 2
Tuition Level

Enrollment Level

University

high

low

Drexel University
Emory University
Fairfield University
Lawrence Technological University
Loyola Marymount University
Pennsylvania State University
Pomona College
Princeton University
Rice University
Trinity University
University of Chicago
University of Tulsa
Villanova University
Wesleyan University
Yale University

high

medium

Northwestern University
Stanford University

low

high

Iowa State University
University of California Los Angeles
University of South Carolina
University of Texas at Austin
University of Wisconsin

low

low

College of Charleston
Evergreen State College
Montclair State University
New Mexico State University
Southern Utah University
University of Montana
University of Wyoming

low

medium

Boise State University
Brigham Young University
Georgia Institute of Technology
Mississippi State University
Oklahoma State University
University of Illinois at Chicago
University of Northern Iowa
University of Oregon
Washington State University
Reed College

medium

high

Rutgers State University

medium

low

Austin College
Berry College
Bradley University
Newberry College
Oklahoma Baptist University

medium

medium

Temple University

Table A.2: Universities sampled in dataset 2.
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Appendix B

Custom Dictionaries
Domain-specific word lists used in feature selection (Section 3.2.1).
Dictionary

Word List

hot dictionary

adorable, alluring, appealing, athletic, attractive, babe, bangin, banging, beaut, beautiful, beauty, becoming, beguiling,
bewitched, bewitching, bootylicious, breathtaking, buxom,
charming, chili, comely, cute, dainty, dazzling, divine, doll,
dork, dorky, dreamboat, dreamy, enchanting, fetching, fire,
flaming, fox, foxy, gentle, gentleness, glamorous, glorious, gorgeous, graceful, handsome, hottie, hubba, hunk,
hunky, hypnotic, irresistible, looker, lovely, luscious, magnetic, marry, nerdy, ravishing, seductive, sensuous, sexy,
smokin, smoking, soothing, spiffy, striking, stunning, sublime

fashion list

boots, clothes, clothing, dress, dressed, dresses, fashion, hip,
hipster, jacket, outfit, outfits, shoes, socks, stylish, wardrobe,
wear, wears

hair words

bald, baldness, baldspot, beard, blond, blonde, brunette,
curly, dreadlocks, hair, haircut, moustache, mustache, shave,
sideburns, toupee, wavy
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